Light dosimetry using the P3 approximation.
In earlier work, we demonstrated that radiance, calculated using the P3 approximation in a plane wave geometry, could be used to accurately predict the optical parameters of an Intralipid/methylene blue phantom. Plane wave geometry is impractical for clinical use but the results of this work encouraged us to further develop the P3 approximation for a spherical geometry, described in this paper. Radiance predicted by this model for a defined Intralipid/methylene blue phantom was compared with radiance measured in this phantom. The results demonstrate that the spherical derivation of the P3 approximation will reproducibly predict optical parameters of a tissue phantom as effectively as the slab geometry derivation of the P3 approximation. In a similar protocol, the P3 approximation was used to estimate the optical parameters of ex vivo human prostate. Radiance in this case was measured in the prostate samples using an after loading technique. Three prostate samples tested were found to be surprisingly optically homogeneous. The after loading protocol described in this paper could form the basis of a minimally invasive and effective clinical method to optically characterize human prostate.